We are now in the Millennium where you have internet LTE, may travel to three continents in a day, where your cell phone is your camera, internet, and phone - but yet with all those improvements women are still inferior in society’s eyes. Women have fought for political and educational rights and have got them to a certain degree, they are now easier understood and heard, but abuse has been able to be controlled but not eradicated. Despite all those achievements women are still in the need of being protected by a law, since men still believe they are superior and can abuse or exclude women. Some might argue that it is great that women are protected, and it sure to control men’s mistreating, but when you need a right to protection from something is because you are not capable of so yourself. The fact that women are protected is good to control what is happening at the moment of all the abuse, but instead of having laws of protection there should be eradication. Since men are the ones who control society they are satisfied with just adding a protective right so that women stop complaining. But we should not control the action we should stop it. Society wants to portray women as being incapable of protecting themselves to be able to avoid women dominance over the world. Women have stopped fighting for equality because they think protection of the government is enough, believing we have made it to the top stopping us from fighting for recognition and show our capability of being equal to men.

Now a days you don’t know who is abused or not because they can get in trouble with government. People you are close with can be abused but you won’t know, “Somewhere in a normal neighborhood, In a normal house, A family is falling a part.” this shows how now you never know who is suffering of mistreatment and even with the laws you aren’t able to do anything (Charles). In my homeroom class, I’ve learned that